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OUR VISION
To be the heart of our city and province, a place where
people come to live, work and play.

OUR MISSION
To deliver exceptional experiences and foster meaningful
memories that make our community a better place.

1884
BRINGING COMMUNITY TOGETHER SINCE

OUR HISTORY
It all began in 1884 when an enthusiastic
group of people organized Regina’s firstever agricultural fair in what we know now
as downtown’s Victoria Park. In time, land
was purchased west of Elphinstone Street
and became the permanent home of the
Regina Agricultural and Industrial Exhibition
Association. We played host to events large
and small, including the prestigious World’s
Grain Exhibition and Conference during the
heart of the Great Depression.
We became Regina Exhibition Park, and
over the years, three major events were
born that we still enjoy today: Queen City
Ex (formerly Buffalo Days, 1967), Canadian
Western Agribition (1970) and Canada’s Farm
Show (1978). We are now the proud home of
the Saskatchewan Roughriders, Regina Pats,
Futbol Club Regina, University of Regina
Cougars hockey, Hockey Regina, and many
recreational sports, concerts, trade shows,
conferences and conventions of all shapes
and sizes.

The men and women who began all this more
than 130 years ago with a vision to bring the
community together could have not imagined
what this park would eventually come to be.
But throughout our history, one thing has
stayed the same: we build community, one
memory at a time. Look closely and you’ll see
it in action—community is, and has always
been, at the heart of everything we do.
Whether it’s family time enjoyed at Queen
City Ex, cheering on the home team at Mosaic
Stadium or the Brandt Centre, or scoring big
to take home that sought-after tournament
trophy, we create positive experiences and
memories that last a lifetime.

WE’RE PROUD TO
WELCOME YOU
TO OUR CAMPUS.

EXECUTIVE
MESSAGE
For the Regina Exhibition Association Limited (REAL), 2020 was intended to be the start of a
fresh year, a crisp new decade, and a launch pad for the implementation of the newly approved
REAL 2.0 Strategic Plan. Fresh off a record setting year in 2019 that included two sold out Garth
Brooks Concerts and the first ever neutral site non-NHL market Outdoor Hockey game in the
Tim Hortons Heritage Classic, the start of a new decade was looking promising. With record
setting attendance at the Queen City Exhibition in 2019 and having hosted over 20 concerts and
events at the Brandt Centre, at the outset of 2020, REAL was enjoying the support of positive
momentum and success.
The stage was set for a truly exceptional 2020 with a record number of confirmed concerts at
the Brandt Centre, a repositioned Canada’s Farm Show, a remarkable program for the annual
Queen City Exhibition, and a stacked line up for summer outdoor concerts. The organization
was set to make history hosting the 2020 Grey Cup Festival and Grey Cup all on one site to
create the ultimate fan experience. It was a year that was positioned to be a year of impressive
moments and brilliant memory making. The 136th year of operations for REAL was going to be
one to remember.
January, February, and the beginning of March 2020 were performing ahead of budget, ahead
of activation, and ahead of utilization. We were most definitely off to a great start. Then, with
the blink of an eye, everything changed on our campus, within our City, and around the globe.
The call that immediately changed our world came from our Provincial Health Authority on
March 13, 2020, and it was a moment that defined the unique business of REAL as we were
asked to immediately suspend all operations. From active trade shows filled with thousands
enjoying the “What Women Want” event, to a full house for Professional Bull Riding at the
Brandt Centre, playoffs were happening at the Co-operators Centre for hockey and ringette,
the AffinityPlex was wrapping up the indoor soccer season and the turf was being groomed
at Mosaic Stadium for Rider Nation. At 5pm on March 13, 2020 the business of the Regina
Exhibition Association Limited was immediately suspended and the campus would become
eerily still. As an organization perhaps the biggest reality was going from 3.7 M annual visitors
to the silence of empty buildings and an empty car park. It was a remarkable, unprecedented
and unsettling time.
As an organization that had spent 136 years creating confidence within the marketplace that large
public gatherings can be safe, well organized, and positive experiences the impacts of COVID-19
were immediately devastating and recovery will be a lengthy process. As 2020 progressed, and
more clarity on the impact of COVID-19 on the business of REAL became apparent, the financial

consequence of ceased operations was forecast at as much as $7 M in annual deficit. Bookings
evaporated, artists and tours postponed and canceled, leagues and signature events vanished
and REAL found itself with massive, costly, and empty civic buildings. Everything had changed
and a path forward seemed uncertain.
As an organization immediate cost containment measures were implemented and this included
the most difficult decision any organization will be forced to make, the layoff of members of an
amazing team. At the peak of the pandemic, 82% of all employees at REAL were on temporary
layoff, all non-essential spending had been eliminated, buildings had been sealed, annual
compensation programs for staff were frozen and organizational focus shifted immediately
to safety and security. With a small but dedicated team remaining, our resilient and proud
Exhibition Association did what it has done for well over a century, we repositioned our business
and responded to the needs our community, our neighbours, and our Province. We should
remember that this was not our first global pandemic!
This is when the REAL Pivot of 2020 commenced. As an organization we went from an event
hub to a COVID-19 testing hub, from field sport to a Medical Field Hospital, from festivals to flu
shot clinics, but we found a way to be relevant and meet the immediate needs of our community.
While we cherished our opportunity to support the Saskatchewan Health Authority and the
remarkable health care professionals who worked tirelessly to keep our Province safe, we simply
couldn’t resist our need to find a way to safely bring our community together. With creativity,
innovation, and perseverance we found a way to host drive-thru mini-donuts, three sold out
Brett Kissell concerts, fireworks shows, REAL Kids Summer Camps and Halloween Trick-or-Treat
at Mosaic Stadium. We opened the AffitintyPlex and Co-operators Centre to limited attendance
but full operations, we opened the VolleyBarn, and we even found a way to deliver Canada’s
largest Outdoor Rink at Iceville. Inspired by our steadfast tradition and the countless examples
over the past 136 years, the Regina Exhibition Association Limited once again found a way to
reposition our business and our operations to meet the needs of our City in the most challenging
of times. We remained resilient and relevant. We persisted.

While 2020 will not be remembered for record setting attendance numbers, glossy pictures
of filled stadiums and arena facilities, selfies from the top of the Ferris wheel at QCX, or loud
cheering for touchdowns by Rider Nation fans, it will nonetheless be a year to remember. It will
be looked back on as the year we converted the International Trade Centre into the flagship
testing facility for COVID-19 in our country, it will be remembered for the 8 person hockey
practices that allowed our next generation to find a way to play, and it will be remembered for
the sacrifice of hundreds of members of the REAL team that went without a shift and without a
place to go to work for almost a year. It will be historically remembered as the year that physical
distancing, face masks, and hand sanitizing stations became part of our normal daily routine. In
the darkest of days within our community, 2020 will be remembered as the year where we, as
an organization, were reminded of our REAL Heart where it has always been and always will be,
at the heart of our City and Province making our community a better place.
With the remarkable support we have seen from the Government of Saskatchewan, our Owner
the City of Regina, the steadfast leadership of our Board of Directors, the professionalism and
dedication of the REAL Team and the unwavering support from our community, it is time to turn
the page on 2020 and begin to write a new chapter in the history of the Exhibition Association.
Lest we forget the sacrifice of 2020, but it is now time to reposition our thoughts to brighter
days, better times, and a comeback that is going to be REAL EPIC. When it is safe and the
time is right the REAL comeback will begin, and although it will be slow and take time, as an
organization we will return from COVID-19 stronger, better, and bolder than ever before.
With special recognition and appreciation to ALL health care professionals and first responders
we submit this annual report and bring 2020 to a close.

Tim Reid

PRESIDENT & CEO

Wayne Morsky

ACTING CHAIR OF THE BOARD

SASKATCHEWAN
HEALTH AUTHORITY
Field Hospital
In April of 2020, the Saskatchewan Health
Authority (SHA) and the Regina Exhibition
Association Ltd. (REAL) worked together to
create a Field Hospital as an emergency
health care facility on campus. The Field
Hospital would be activated at any time of
increased COVID-19 cases during flu season.
The strategy was to be prepared in case
hospital capacity cannot meet demand. The
facility is meant to serve patients that don’t
require the level of service offered in an acute
setting, but still need ongoing service such
as monitoring or oxygen. The facility plan
includes 178 patient treatment areas with a
contingency plan to expand to a 500-patient
treatment facility if needed
In a few short weeks the following infrastructure
was put in place in the International Trade Centre:
- Construction of 7 stall shower facility
- Construction of AGMP treatment area
• Plumbed for regulated oxygen delivery
		 of up to 10 litres per minute for 5
		treatment areas
- Construction of radiology area
- Construction of internal hallways to and
from patient restroom area
- IT data and phone drops to support
clinical applications, phones, faxes
• 8 nursing pods with line of sight view of
		 every bed within clinical service area
		(Pod)
- Scaffolding POD dividers with internalized
service corridors
• External low-level wall construction
		 which permits each bed space to have
		 oxygen regulator, power outlet and cot
		stabilization fixtures.
• Plumbed oxygen for 178 patient
		 treatment areas (bed or cot)
• Electrical outlets for 178 patient
		 treatment areas (bed or cot)

- Exterior cement pad for oxygen tower
- 30-foot Air Liquide Oxygen storage tank
and bulk transfer piping to permit
regulated oxygen at 6L/minute per patient
treatment area (bed or cot) with a
maximum capacity of 500 beds.
- Construction of an external garage
leading into Hall C to help regulate the
temperature inside the facilities when the
overhead doors open
• The field hospital is ‘turnkey’ ready for
		immediate activation
• The field hospital remains in place until
		 the conventional system can maintain
		the capacity
COVID-19 Testing Site
On September 8th, 2020 SHA opened a
COVID-19 Drive Thru Testing Site in Hall C of
the International Trade Centre. SHA setup a
6-lane drive thru system, with three nursing
stations administering tests in each lane.
From September 8th – December 31st the
SHA completed a total of 53,535 tests on site
Flu Shot Clinic
On October 19th, 2020 the SHA opened an
appointment-based Flu Shot Clinic which ran
until December 5th, 2020 in Hall B of the
International Trade Centre. SHA administered
a total of 13,790 immunizations during this
time.
Eventually, the Flu Shot Clinic would be
transformed into the COVID Vaccine Clinic.

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
The Regina Exhibition Association Limited
(REAL) is governed by a Board of Directors
(BOD). REAL is a not-for-profit and municipal
arms-length organization that operates the
property currently known as Evraz Place.
The City of Regina is the owner and sole
shareholder of the REAL. REAL operates
separately and independently from the City
of Regina and does not have the authority
to act as an agent for the City of Regina
without express permission to do so. In
January 2014, REAL’s governance structure
underwent a major shift from a community
shareholder base of over 400 shareholders
to a municipal arms-length organization with
the City of Regina Council becoming the
owner and sole-shareholder. With significant
municipal investment in the assets on the
site, the City of Regina required a greater
degree of control over these assets. The
City of Regina realized that the assets on
the exhibition grounds needed to continue
to operate through an entity that allowed the
flexibility to operate in the space that private
business would not and that at times is an
area of too much risk for a municipality to
operate within.
To ensure that the operating mandate
empowered REAL to have the flexibility to
truly take advantage of opportunities that
would see the organization flourish and
bring benefits to not only the city but also the
province, the City of Regina thoughtfully and
purposefully outlined REAL’s mandate in the
Unanimous Members Agreement (UMA). It
is in the spirit of this mandate, the BOD have
diligently fulfilled their duties to see REAL
strive to achieve financial sustainability and
bring prosperity to Regina.

The mandate of REAL as per the UMA is as
follows:
(a) to operate in the best interest of the
community, and to enrich the quality of
life for people in the community through
the hosting and delivery of local, regional,
national, and international events
(b) to develop, operate and maintain
facilities
to
provide
world-class
hospitality for trade, agri-business,
sporting, entertainment and cultural
events that bring innovation, enrichment
and prosperity to the community; and
(c) to operate with an entrepreneurial
spirit and to pursue expanded business
ventures that could generate additional
revenue.
The BOD is made up of no more than fifteen
(15) members and no fewer than seven
(7). There are currently twelve (12) voting
appointed directors and two (2) ex-officio
(non-voting) directors – one appointed by the
City of Regina and the other by the Ministry
of Agriculture, Province of Saskatchewan.

The BOD is responsible for;
Governance: structures and processes to fulfill responsibilities, such as board skills matrix and
recruitment, committee appointments, and governance policies, to name a few.
Talent: selecting, evaluating, and compensating the CEO and overseeing their performance
targets in alignment with strategy.
Integrity: the ethical tenor of the company. Standards of honesty, integrity, and ethics. Adheres
to regulatory compliance.
Risk: monitoring the company’s strategic, operational, financial, and compliance risk exposure.
Collaborates with management to set risk-tolerance levels and alignment with strategic priorities.
Performance: reviews and approves company strategy, annual operating plans, and financial
plans. Monitors the execution against established budgets and alignment with the strategic
objectives of the organization.
Strategy: develops strategic priorities and plans that align with the mission of the organization
and in the best interest of the shareholder. Monitors the ability to execute strategy.
The BOD is assisted in performing its work by four standing committees:
•
•

Audit and Finance Committee
Governance and Nominating Committee

•
•

Human Resources Committee
Strategic Initiatives Committee
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YEAR IN REVIEW
Heading into 2020, we were certain we were heading into a new decade with a new, clear,
vision. Armed, with another jam packed year of concerts and events. Ready to host another
successful Canada’s Farm Show with a new look and feel. We were gearing up for another stellar
Queen City Ex with a stacked lineup for the Great Western Stage. The 50th Canadian Western
Agribition show was all set to run on campus in November, no doubt with an exciting celebration
planned. And of course, what all of Saskatchewan was waiting for, hosting the 2020 Grey Cup
at Mosaic Stadium and holding the Grey Cup Festival all right here on campus throughout a
number of our world-class facilities. On top of all of that, we were ready to bring forth the vision
of what was to be the beginning of a new chapter for our organization, Evraz Place 2.0, 136 years
in the making. Within a blink of an eye, it all changed and we were left to pivot quickly with how
we could still engage with our community, in safe ways – and that’s just what we did.
Taste of QCX
Coming off a record setting Queen City Ex in 2019, we knew we had to do something to celebrate
QCX in light of not being able to host the fair in its traditional capacity. In June, we celebrated
Queen City Ex by offering a Drive-thru Mini Donut experience. This was the first event we had
on campus during COVID-19 and demand was overwhelming. Mini Donuts were available for
pre-order only and sold out in just over 60 minutes. On June 5, over the course of 3 hours we
provided more than 18,000 donuts in 1500 bags to 293 vehicles. Dome Concessions supported
the event by providing the product and labour for free as a result, all proceeds supported the
Regina Food Bank, and Prairie Mobile Communications matched the donation to enable us to
donate $9,000 to the Regina Food Bank.

Drive-in Concert:
In the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic, REAL brought Canadian Country artist, Brett
Kissell to Regina for three sold out drive-in concerts on June 20th. Brett Kissell performed to
over 2,400 attendees in 600 cars, in the first outdoor drive-in event on the REAL campus. The
show aired live on YouTube to more than 4,000 viewers and has since been viewed more than
17,000 times. Concert goers were encouraged to bring donations for the Regina Food Bank
and donated enough food to support 1,000 families for a week. Originally scheduled for one
performance, the tickets sold out in 11 minutes so two additional shows were added to address
the overwhelming demand.
REAL Kids Day Camp:
For the first time ever REAL offered day camps for children that provided a range of sport,
physical activities and group games that brought a much needed break to isolation during
pandemic restrictions. REAL welcomed 29 children in August to participate in the inaugural
REAL Kids Day Camp that has developed into an annual program. REAL engaged with five
different community partners to offer unique camp programming: Football Sask, Futbol Club
Regina, Regina Ultimate, Basketball Saskatchewan and Regina Youth Flag Football.
Fireworks – REAL Lights up the Night
On a historically busy weekend on the REAL campus, Labour Day 2020 looked very different
during COVID-19. In the absence of public gatherings REAL found a way to bring the community
together on the REAL campus to recognize Labour Day and provide a much deserved celebration.
REAL welcomed 400 vehicles to the grounds to celebrate and experience a fireworks display
from the safety of their vehicles. Building off the success of the Brett Kissell Drive in Concert,
community members were able to pre-register to watch the fireworks display from the comfort
of their vehicles, REAL’s commitment to creating memorable experiences continued to be
delivered to the community through the pandemic.
Trick-or-Treat with REAL
In the uncertain times of COVID-19 and the safety unknowns for parents having their children
go trick-or-treating, REAL brought together 24 community groups, partners and sponsors to
provide a COVID safe trick-or-treating experience for the children of Regina. Utilizing the large
concourse of Mosaic Stadium, over 1500 children dressed up in costume to fill their buckets and
bags with more than 75,000 treats on Halloween. Demand for this event was so overwhelming
the registration system could barely keep up with over 20,000 people trying to register, resulting
in all time slots filling up in 45 minutes.

Sport and Rec:
Throughout the pandemic, working with Saskatchewan Health Authority (SHA), REAL continued
to offer sport and recreation programs while providing space for community sport groups to
operate in a COVID safe environment. In partnership with SHA, REAL developed cleaning
and operating protocols that allowed thousands of local community members through our
community leagues and programs (Hockey Regina, Regina Ringette, Regina Skate Association,
FCR and many more) stay active and remain training at high levels in a much needed time of
physical activtiy. Even with restrictions on sport and rec delivery, REAL continued to provide the
opportunity for the community to stay active, interact with friends and battle the isolation of the
pandemic.
Volleybarn
REAL’s continual growth includes the development of the Volleybarn in the Canada Centre
Show Sale Arena. Working with local volleyball association, ICP Sports Management Group, a
multi-court volleyball development centre was created to fill a need in local sport community.
Hundreds of local young athletes participate in volleyball development, training and competition
programs with the addition of the Volleybarn on the REAL campus.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
MANAGEMENT’S RESPONSIBILITY FOR FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The accompanying financial statements of The Regina Exhibition Association
Limited operating Evraz Place have been prepared by the Association’s
management in accordance with Canadian public sector accounting standards
and necessarily include some amounts based on informed judgement and
management estimates.
To assist management in fulfilling its responsibilities, a system of internal
controls has been established to provide reasonable assurance that the financial
statements are accurate and reliable and that assets are safeguarded.
The Board of Directors have reviewed and approved these financial statements.
These financial statements have been examined by the independent auditors,
MNP LLP, and their report is presented separately.
March 26, 2021

Tim Reid
President and CEO

Wayne Morsky
Acting Chair of the Board
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